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2. Introduction 
The 2018-2019 Senior Project’s Team 9 has begun development on a web-based Quality             
Assurance (QA) application for NEXUS affiliated technicians who visit remote research sites            
throughout Nevada. Currently, the only option available to technicians for recording QA            
information is using physical notebooks. Technicians are then required to manually enter data             
collected into a computer upon their return. This can lead to inaccurate data entry due to factors                 
such as human or documentation error. This application will allow a technician to enter              
information regarding quality assurance into given data fields, regardless of a connection to the              
internet. When the application is connected it will synchronize the data recorded to a central               
server. This will make the entire process of recording data more efficient.  
 
The application will use an ontology which acts as a graph data structure that tells the application                 
how to format its data fields. When the technician enters information and the application is not                
connected, the data will be stored locally. If the user is connected, the application will then test                 
for a network connection and provide a notification that it is ready to send information. 
 
The application will be developed using the Ionic framework which is used for creating mobile               
applications. Ionic uses multiple programming languages including TypeScript, HTML, and          
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CSS. The server will use a parser to load a given ontology, and the application will connect to a                   
Flask Microservice which will provide it with the hierarchy necessary to generate the interface. 
 
3. Summary of interviews with stakeholders 
 
Team 9 has interviewed three of their stakeholders regarding the NRDC QA application. Below              
are the questions and the summarization of the responses given during these inquiries. The              
stakeholders who took part in this process were: Connor Scully-Allison, who is an external              
advisor on the project and a member of the original NRDC QA development team, Vinh Le,                
another external advisor on the project, and Dr. Scotty Strachan, the primary customer for the               
NRDC QA application. 
 
“What features stood out to you during the original development of the QA Application? Why?” 
 
A variety of opinions were shared when discussing features that stood out in the original QA                
application, the most prevalent being about the back-end database storage and synchronization.            
Dr. Strachan specifically mentioned the parallel workflow of production and metadata. There            
were additional comments regarding user interface and its emphasis on simplistic and intuitive             
design, but there were some differences in opinion on the specific implementation. 
 
“When using the application, would you like to be notified when you are connected versus               
offline? Would you like to be notified when you synch to the main server?” 
 
The general consensus was a resounding yes. The visual representation of connectivity is a              
critical feature as it will directly represent the user’s abilities when it is offline versus online. Dr.                 
Strachan suggested that there be an icon visible to the user be able to check the connectivity. 
 
“How many verification steps should there be before submitting new Data? Or, what features              
would you like to ensure data entry is accurate? (e.g. verification steps, data checking, etc.?)” 
 
There was no clear method regarding the verification process for new data submission. Dr.              
Strachan believed that it may lead to an encumbrance issue for technicians as they would already                
be competent with the data entry process. He suggested that it may also contain the feature to                 
disable verification if it became too much of an issue. Where Connor and Vinh had suggested                
that there be a confirmation screen when submitting data. When asked about this feature, Dr.               
Strachan said it may be fine if it was confined to a single step. All three of the interviewees                   
agreed that there should be a form of type checking implemented. 
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“During this second iteration of the Quality Assurance Application, do you envision the             
application as an upgrade to the original with consistent design or as a completely redesigned               
and re-built software?” 
 
When asked about this, Vinh Le stated that he believed the project to be an upgrade, considering                 
that it shared the same name as the previous application. He also stated that since it shared a                  
comparable flow to the original, it felt like an inheritance of the design. Dr. Strachan expressed                
equivalent comments as it would require “significant architectural changes” to the back end             
design for the project to truly change. The design is ultimately left in the hands of the developers                  
but the core infrastructure would remain the same. 
 
“What kind of user settings would you like? What kind of color schemes and/or themes? What                
information should be displayed on the home screen?” 
 
When asked, all three individuals expressed individual preferences regarding potential user           
customization and settings. From the responses, it was heavily implied that these would be              
additional features to be added to a wishlist and not part of the core design. The most well                  
received would be the alternative color schemes, such as a night mode, to better assist when                
working in later hours. 
 
“In the event of incorrect information, how would you like the current and previous information               
to be handled? (e.g. Should there be a revert button?)” 
 
The response to this question centered around version control and how it would be handled on                
the back end. Dr. Strachan had concerns about architectural requirements regarding a possible             
revert function, where Vinh and Connor stated that the type check would eliminate the              
possibility of incorrect field submission, therefore removing the need for any undo functionality.             
Connor also discussed the possibility of a local database of prior information but was not               
important at the moment. 
 
“Will non-technicians be using the application? If so, what data should they have access to               
versus what a technician has access to?” 
 
According to Dr. Strachan, the application would have three levels of users. Administrators             
would have a complete control over global settings, database, and ontologies. Technicians would             
have the ability to read and edit information that would be recorded for each location. There                
would also be an entry level that would only allow for the ability to read information stored for                  
each location. Vinh had expressed a similar design involving all levels but the read-only category               
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and Connor echoed their design. All three described this being handled using logins and              
attaching the permissions to them. 
 
“What kind of tools would be beneficial inside of the application? (i.e. A metric conversion tool,                
system tutorials, phone numbers for local services.)” 
 
The most important tool that all three gave as a response was the inclusion of GPS tracking and                  
recording. This would allow for a precise representation of user information and accurate             
location data. Both Connor and Dr. Strachan agreed that most tools were already implemented              
inside of a basic smartphone. Vinh suggested the possibility of building out a tutorial feature that                
would assist the user when in the field and unable to search for information. 
 
“How should the user choose the ontology that they are using?” 
 
There were a few different concepts discussed when it came to how the ontology would be                
handled inside the application. Dr. Strachan believed it was important that it be handled on the                
project level, and that it was dependent on the database. Connor shared a similar design using a                 
pre-existing website, mirroring similar structure to Dr. Strachan. Vinh had an alternative idea             
where it would be handled during the account login. He envisioned the user would select the                
project associated with the account and then generate the data fields accordingly. 
 
“What are some must-have features for the application? (e.g. is a button that automatically finds               
and populates GPS coordinates required?)” 
 
The response for this question had been echoed throughout the inquiry process, but a few design                
choices were reiterated enough to have them stand out. The ability to upload images and files,                
read and editing data fields, an easy to navigate hierarchy design, GPS query and recording, and                
user accounts that require a login. All three stakeholders made it abundantly clear that these core                
features be implemented first. Connor and Vinh were also adamant about the offline and online               
functionality of the application. Making it important to save information locally if a connection              
was not found. Then sending information once a stable signal was available. 
 
“What are some features that are desired, but not necessary for the application to work?” 
 
There were many desired but not necessary features discussed during the interview process. User              
interface design, administrator customization, general application and location update logs, text           
and coordinate searches, and personalization were some of the most discussed additional            
features.  
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“For navigating the hierarchy, would you prefer navigating using a page-based navigation or a              
menu-based navigation?” 
 
This question was left for the development team to decide as all three stakeholders believed it                
would be in their best interest. Team 9’s design will be implemented with the offline component                
in mind, so it would be important for navigation to use a minimal amount of memory. This is                  
important due to size restrictions that a user would incur when downloading the NRDC QA               
application. To accomplish this goal, a page-based navigation was decided as the best model. 
 
4. High-Level Business Requirements 
 
The NRDC QA application contains many High-Level Business Requirements. The first and            
foremost would be an Ontology specific for each project. The Ontology is responsible for              
populating the correct data fields that a technician would fill and allows for only relevant               
information to be recorded. Each technician will have their own login, which will help with               
accountability when recording data. This will include any sensor data that would be tracked              
and/or commented on. The user would be able to read, edit and send data, as well as add                  
additional files, such as documents and photos. To help monitor the integrity of entries, the user                
will be alerted of incorrect data. 
 
An important requirement for the NRDC QA application is for it to function in an offline and                 
online capacity. It is crucial that the user be able to navigate the application and utilize its                 
functions when no signal is found. When a user is offline, their information will save locally and                 
then be uploaded once a connection is established. The online status will be notated using an                
icon, indicating that the user is now online or offline. Additionally, the application will make use                
of GPS to help users document accurate locations. GPS will also function offline. 
 
The interface will be intuitive and simple. The search feature will allow for more experienced               
users to navigate at a quicker pace, while the “hamburger menu” is designed for general users to                 
have a more standardized experience. This requirement is important because user familiarity will             
vary with each individual, so there is assistance for both cases.  
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5.  Technical Requirements Specification 
 

Table 1. Functional Requirements for the NRDC QA Application. 

5.1 Functional Requirements 

Requirement ID Level Description 

FR1 1 The application shall use an ontology to populate the data fields. 

FR2 1 
The application shall allow the user to interact with the populated data 
fields. 

FR3 1 The application shall allow the user to edit site information. 

FR4 1 The application shall type check data entered into the data fields. 

FR5 1 
The application shall allow the user to login with a username and 
password. 

FR6 1 
The application shall allow the user to view site information 
without editing. 

FR7 1 
The application shall allow the user to navigate through nested 
hierarchical pages. 

FR8 1 
The application shall allow the user to store data for later 
submission when an internet connection is established. 

FR9 1 
The application shall allow the user to retrieve GPS information 
from the mobile device for use in data entry. 

FR10 1 The application shall allow the user to upload images to the site. 

FR11 1 The application shall query data from a flask service. 

FR12 1 
The application shall notify the user when they can synchronize 
their data. 

FR13 1 
The application shall require validation from the user before they 
upload data. 

FR14 2 
The application shall allow administrators to change administrator 
information. 

FR15 2 
The application shall allow the user to navigate using a search 
function. 

FR16 2 The application will have multiple steps for data verification. 

FR17 2 
The application will highlight incorrect information for the user 
after checking that the data is correct. 

FR18 2 The application shall be able to handle network timeouts. 
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FR19 2 
The application shall display loading progress as it synchronizes 
with the database. 

FR20 3 
The application shall allow the user to manage conflicts of 
information. 

FR21 3 The application shall email the user when data is synchronized. 

FR22 3 The application shall allow the user to upload and store document files. 

 
 Table 2. Non-functional requirements for the NRDC QA Application 

5.2 Non-Functional Requirements 

Requirement ID Description 

NFR1 The application shall be created using the Ionic Framework. 

NFR2 
The application’s front-end user interface shall be coded in 
TypeScript. 

NFR3 The application's back-end parsing of the ontology shall be coded in Python. 

NFR4 The application shall use a simple, intuitive user interface. 

NFR5 The application shall be compatible with both Android and iOS. 

NFR6 The application shall have an alternative web page interface. 

NFR7 
The application shall be deployed using Cordova built into the. 
Ionic Framework. 

NFR8 The application shall utilize RESTful APIs via FLASK services. 

NFR9 The application shall read an ontology in RDFS/XML format. 

  
Table 1 describes the functional requirements of the NRDC QA Application. Level 1             
requirements are must have. Level 2 are should have, and Level 3 are could have or want to                  
have. Table 2 describes the non-functional requirements of the application.  
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6. Use Cases 
 
The following section outlines the high level requirements as seen from a user perspective.              
Figure 1 displays the requirements that an outside entity (the Sensor Technician) will interact              
with. 

 
Fig 1. The Use Case Diagram for the NRDC QA Application 
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Table 3. Use Cases for the NRDC QA Application 

6.1 Use Cases 

ID Use Case Description 

UC01 UploadImage 
The user shall be able to upload an image that will be 
displayed on the individual site screen. 

UC02 UploadLocationData 

The user shall be able to pull their GPS location and 
have this information immediately added to the 
necessary data fields. 

UC03 SubmitData 

The user can save data without internet connection and 
submit data when connection is made, by user request, 
following a verification process for the data and 
submission. 

UC04 EditData 
The user shall be able to edit data based upon user 
privileges. 

UC05 ValidateData 
The user shall enter data into the system which will then 
be checked that it meets specifications. 

UC06 ReadData 
The user shall be allowed to read site and sensor 
information. 

UC07 GenerateHierarchy 
The user will select an ontology to parse into an 
appropriate hierarchy that will be used by the application. 

UC08 GenerateInterface 

When a user opens a page the application will get the 
appropriate section of the hierarchy and dynamically 
generate and interface based upon the hierarchy. 

UC09 NavigateInterface 

The user shall be able to navigate an interface via a 
search for by navigating through a hierarchy from the 
ontology. 

UC10 LoginAsUser 

The user is required to enter their username and 
password upon starting that application before being 
granted permissions to view the rest of the application. 

 
Table 3 describes the use cases for the NRDC QA application. Each case is an interaction that a                  
user or that a part of the system has with the application.  
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6.2 Detailed Use Cases 
 
Figure 2 is a detailed use case describing how the system will ensure data correctness. Simply                
put, this is done by checking data types are correct when entered and by including an                
confirmation that the user wants to submit their entry. 
 
Use Case: ValidateData 

ID: 5 

Brief description: 

The user shall ensure that the submission of the data is accurate and confirm that they wish to submit. 

Primary actors: 

Sensor Technician 

Secondary actors: 

None. 

Preconditions: 

1: The user is logged into the system. 

2: The user has entered data. 

Main flow: 

1. The use case starts when the user enters data 

2. While the data entered is not validated. 

    2.1 The system checks the data entered is consistent with expected data constraints. 

    2.2 If the value is inconsistent with data constraints. 

          2.2.1 The system displays the value highlighted in red. 

          2.2.2 The user enters new data for validation. 

    2.3 Else 

          2.3.1 The system marks the data as validated. 

Postconditions: 

1. The data will be consistent with expected constraints. 

Alternative flows: 

None. 

Fig 2. Detailed use case for “ValidateData” 
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Submitting data is a vital requirement for the NRDC QA application. Figure 3 details the use                
case that describes the process of data submission. 
 
Use Case: SubmitData 

ID: 3 

Brief description: 

The Sensor Technician saves and submits data to the database 

Primary actors: 

Sensor Technician 

Secondary actors: 

Database 

Preconditions: 

1: The data has been validated 

Main flow: 

1. The use case starts when the data has been validated 

2. While internet connection is not established 

    2.1 The user selects save data 

    2.2 The system stores the entered data for later submission 

3. The user submits data 

4. The system asks for verification that the user would like to  submit data 

     4.1 If the user verifies the data submission process 

            4.1.1 The user submits the data to the database 

     4.2 Else 

            4.2.1 The system cancels the data submission process 

Postconditions: 

The user is returned to the EditData screen. 

Alternative flows: 

None. 

Fig 3. Detailed use case for “SubmitData” 
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Figure 4 describes how the flow of editing data will be performed in the NRDC QA application. 
 
Use Case: EditData 

ID: 4 

Brief description: 

The user shall be able to edit data in the system. 

Primary actors: 

User 

Secondary actors: 

None. 

Preconditions: 

1: The user is logged into the system. 

2: The user selects an entry to edit. 

Main flow: 

1. The use case starts when the user loads a data entry screen 

2. If internet connection is not established 

2.1 While the user has not completed editing data fields 

2.1.1 The user enters values into the appropriate data fields. 

2.1.2 include(ValidateData) 

2.2 The user saves the data. 

3. Else 

3.1 While the user has not completed editing data fields 

3.1.1 The user enters values into the appropriate data fields. 

3.1.2 include(ValidateData) 

3.2 include(SubmitData) 

Postconditions: 

1. The system will contain the new edited data values. 

Alternative flows: 

None. 

Fig 4. Detailed use case for “EditData” 
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7. Traceability Matrix 
 
Figure 5 displays the relationships between the use cases and functional requirements. The rows              
are the functional requirements and the columns are the use cases 
  

 UC01 UC02 UC03 UC04 UC05 UC06 UC07 UC08 UC09 UC10 

FR1           

FR2           

FR3           

FR4           

FR5           

FR6           

FR7           

FR8           

FR9           

FR10           

FR11           

FR12           

FR13           

FR14           

FR15           

FR16           

FR17           

FR18           

FR19           

FR20           

FR21           

FR22           
 

Fig 5. The Requirement Traceability Matrix 
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8. Initial Snapshots 
 
The following three pages show the NRDC QA application interface designs. Figures 6 and 7 are                
the login and welcome views. Figures 8 and 9 display the “hamburger” menu and locations               
views. Figures 10 and 11 show the new and existing location views. Figures 12 and 13 are the                  
updates and settings views. Figures 14 and 15 are the new search and search results view. The                 
combination of these views give a preliminary expectation for the design. 
 

 
Fig 6. The login screen the user sees when they open 

the application. 

 
Fig 7. The screen the user sees after they login. 
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Fig 8. The “hamburger” menu that appears when the 
user accesses the menu button on the navigation bar. 

  
Fig 9. The locations screen that the user will use to 

navigate their permitted sites.  

 
Fig 10. An existing location screen that will display a 

user image and filled data fields. 

 
Fig 11. A new locations page that can allow for the 

addition of new sites. It contains a field for data and a 
user image. 
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Fig 12. The updates screen will offer information 

regarding changes. 

 
Fig 13. The settings screen that will allow a variety of 

user defined settings. 

 
Fig 14. The new search screen that the user can access 

by selecting the magnifying glass on the navigation bar. 

 
Fig 15. The search results screen that will display 

results from the users inquiry. 
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9. Glossary 
1. API: Application program interface allows two software programs to communicate with           

one another. 
2. Big Data: A large volume of structured or unstructured data that can be analyzed for               

patterns, trends, and associations. 
3. Database: An organized collection of data designed to be easily accessed, managed and             

updated. 
4. Endpoint: A hardware device on a network designed to interconnect devices on the             

internet. 
5. Environmental Science: The branch of biology concerned with the study of the natural             

world, including the conditions of the environment and the effects of these conditions on              
organisms. 

6. Flask Service: A micro framework for Python used for managing website requests            
through HTTP with no data abstraction. 

7. Graph: An abstract data type used to define mathematical concepts and relations between             
objects through ordered pairs, nodes, and edges. 

8. Hierarchical Navigation: The ability to navigate a website based on its organized            
structure that ranks items into levels of importance or relations. 

9. In-situ Research: Researched performed on site, allowing data to be collected without            
altering test conditions and without isolating measurements taken from the effects of            
other systems. In-situ Research is also a service specializing in training and assisting in              
mixed-methods. 

10. Ionic: A platform for building mobile, desktop and web applications 
11. Metadata: A dataset used to describe other data. 
12. Nevada EPSCoR: A part of the Nevada System of Higher Education concerned with             

multidisciplinary learning within science, research, education, and technology. 
13. NEXUS: A project under Nevada EPSCoR concerned with the effects of Solar Energy on              

the environment of Nevada. This is the most recent project under Nevada EPSCoR and              
the affiliation of the main group of technicians that would be utilizing the application. 

14. NRDC: A research center concerned with sensor-based data management, and improving           
research cyberinfrastructure. 

15. Ontology: A standard for the abstraction of data models in order to define the categories,               
properties and relations between data and entities . 

16. Parser: A program, usually part of a compiler or interpreter, that breaks data into smaller               
elements for data management. 

17. RESTful: A web service based on stateless operation that allow the requesting device to              
access and manipulate web resources through a textual representation. 

18. Server: A program designed to provide services to other computer programs and its users. 
19. Triple Query: A request for information or data composed of subject-predicate-object. 
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20. XML: A language to define rules to encode documents. The format is designed to be               
easily readable by both humans and machines. 
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